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The Guardians 

Stephen Moore
9781788493390 €29.99

Richly illustrated with 
historical and contemporary 
photographs, this is the 
offi cial book of An Garda 
Síochána in its centenary 
year.

In Our Day 

Kevin Kearns
9780717195596 €24.99

In Our Day is the culmination 
of a life’s work by Kevin 
Kearns - a treasure trove 
bursting with whispers from 
the past - 450 vignettes, 
memories and recollections 
gathered to present an 
evocative, poignant portrait 
of a forgotten Dublin.

Days in the Life
Anne Dolan & William 
Murphy
9781802050035 €20.00

From 1918 to 1922 Michael 
Collins kept working diaries 
of his busy revolutionary life.
In this book, Michael Collins’s 
biographers, Anne Dolan and 
William Murphy, capture the 
nature of this new Collins 
source.

The Irish Civil War in 
Colour
O’Byrne & Barry
9780717195862 €24.99

Here is the story of Ireland’s 
Civil War in colour - a 
defi ning moment in Irish 
history brought to life for the 
fi rst time in hand-coloured 
photographs. This richly 
illustrated book gives a
fresh perspective to the 
confl ict.

Three Castles Burning

Donal Fallon
9781848408722 €15.95

A companion to the popular 
Three Castles Burning
podcast, wander through 
some of Dublin’s less obvious 
but more interesting streets 
with local historian Donal 
Fallon.

Abandoned Ireland

Rebecca Brownlie
9781785374326 €27.95

Abandoned Ireland travels 
the length and breadth of the 
island of Ireland visiting and 
documenting our forgotten 
buildings, highlighting 
their social importance and 
bringing their stories back to 
life through the medium of 
photography.
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Irish Women’s Speeches 
Vol II
Sonja Tiernan
9781910820841 €25.00

Irish Women’s Speeches (Vol. 
II): A Rich Chorus of Voices 
follows on from the ground-
breaking, Voices that Rocked 
the System. The speeches 
chosen identify how women 
have shaped and continue to 
shape Irish culture, language, 
literature, theatre and art at 
home and abroad.

When I Was Your Age

Valerie Cox
9781399712279 €17.99

Grandmother and chronicler 
of times past Valerie Cox 
talks to fellow grandparents, 
creating an unforgettable 
trip down memory lane. Full 
of tender and surprising 
reminiscences from across 
Ireland, along with revelations 
on what truly matters in life.

Solace

Catherine Drea
9781788492973 €19.99

On her soulful journey, 
writer and photographer 
Catherine Drea refl ects on 
childhood and adult loss, the 
healing power of family and 
community and ageing.

The Art of Wild 
Swimming
Anna Decon & Vicky Allen
9781785304170 €17.99

Full of up-to-date local 
knowledge, invigorating 
stories and quirky tips, The 
Art of Wild Swimming is a 
brilliant, practical guide to 
wild swimming in Ireland 
which will help you make the 
most of your wild swims.

The Nana

Alice Taylor
9781788493864 €22.99

The Irish nana is a repository 
of family history, memory and 
lore. Alice celebrates her own 
nanas, part of the generation 
born after the Great Famine. 
She explores the old and 
the new, the ‘then’ and 
‘now’, with her characteristic 
empathy and love.

The Book of the Skelligs
John Crowley & John 
Sheehan
9781782055396 €49.00

This book explores the 
Skelligs, Ireland’s most 
dramatic and beautiful 
Atlantic islands, and focuses 
particularly on Skellig 
Michael, a famous UNESCO 
World Heritage Site.

Wild and Wonderful

Éanna Ní Lamhna
9781788493581 €16.99

Éanna explores the wonders 
of our wild world, from a 
safari in Tanzania to the 
cloud forests of Costa Rica, 
from rat-hunting in Canada 
to whale watching in New 
Zealand.

Courting

Liadán Hynes
9781848408203 €16.95

Courting: Tractor Dates, 
Macra Babies and Swiping 
Right in Rural Ireland tells 
a variety of honest and 
touching stories of trying 
to meet The One in a rural 
setting.

Listen to the Land Speak

Manchán Magan
9780717192595 €22.99

In this illuminating new 
book, Manchán Magan sets 
out on a journey, through 
bogs, across rivers and over 
mountains, to trace our 
ancestor’s footsteps. He 
uncovers the ancient myths 
that have shaped our national 
identity and are embedded 
in the strata of land that have 
endured through millennia.

An Irish Atlantic 
Rainforest
Eoghan Daltun
9781399705271 €19.99

Powerfully descriptive, 
lovingly told, An Irish 
Atlantic Rainforest presents 
an enduring picture of the 
regenerative force of nature, 
and how one Irishman let it 
happen. 

The Great Lighthouses 
of Ireland
David Hare
9780717195251 €29.99

The Great Lighthouses 
of Ireland is a collection 
of striking images and 
fascinating stories about the 
lighthouses around Ireland’s 
coast and the extraordinary 
men and women who lived 
and worked in them.

Ireland’s Guiding Lights

Horgan & Butler
9781786051813 €24.99

A beautiful book capturing 
some of Ireland’s magnifi cent 
lighthouses with aerial 
photographs by Dennis 
Horgan.

The Granite Coast

Peter Pearson
9781788493543 €35.00

Explore Dún Laoghaire and 
its coastal surroundings with 
local painter, historian and 
writer Peter Pearson as he 
reveals the story behind its 
transformation from rocky 
granite shoreline to grand 
Victorian ‘watering place’.

My Perfect Place In 
Ireland
Róisín Ingle
9781785304309 €23.99

Accompanied by stunning 
photography and Róisin 
Ingle’s brilliant words, My 
Perfect Place in Ireland 
is a unique and beautiful 
collection of stories and 
images of Ireland which will 
captivate the reader.

All the Things Left 
Unsaid
Michael Harding
9781529379181 €17.99

For almost fi fty years, Michael  
Harding has been crafting 
words in a bid to express 
himself and to explore truths 
about the human condition. 
He wrote letters, with an 
intimacy not previously 
risked. Letters that would 
never be posted but that 
appear now in All the Things 
Left Unsaid.
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On Every Tide

Sean Connolly
9781408709504 €17.99

On Every Tide plays directly 
into wider, contemporary 
debates about migration, 
as well as offering a unique 
and distinctive view of two 
hundred years of Irish history.

Ireland’s Call

Stephen Collins
9781786051769 €19.99

Ireland’s Call is essential 
reading for all those looking 
to understand the Brexit 
process so far and seeking to 
understand where it will go 
in the future.

Making Sense of a 
United Ireland
Brendan O’Leary
9781844886050 €24.50

Will Ireland really reunite? 
Making Sense of a United 
Ireland is a landmark 
exploration of this most 
contentious of issues.

The Yank

John Crawley
9781785374234 €16.95

In this powerful and brutally 
honest memoir of his 
extraordinary experiences, 
John Crawley details the 
gruelling challenges of his 
Marine Corps training and 
how, not long after his 
discharge, he joined the IRA.

The Road to Riverdance

Bill Whelan
9781843518525 €25.00

The Road to Riverdance 
by Bill Whelan is a skilfully 
attuned record of one of 
Ireland’s most famous and 
infl uential composers.

A History of the GAA in
100 Objects
Siobhán Doyle
9781785374258 €24.95

A History of the GAA in 100 
Objects acts as a signpost 
to signifi cant moments in 
GAA history, offers fresh 
perspectives on a previously 
overlooked area of enquiry, 
and presents new ideas not 
available elsewhere.

Irish Sporting Lives
Terry Clavin & Turlough
O’Riordan
9781911479857 €19.95

Through a selection of sixty 
lives from the Dictionary of 
Irish Biography, this book 
celebrates the diversity of 
Irish sporting history.

After the Storm

Damian Lawlor
9781785304118 €19.99

This is the incredible story of 
how the GAA and its people 
managed to weather the 
coronavirus pandemic and 
re-emerge to fi ght another 
day.

One Good Day

David Donoghue
9780717195572 €24.99

One Good Day offers an 
absorbing perspective on the 
drama of the Good Friday 
negotiations from someone 
who was right at the centre 
of the action, alongside 
all the key players such as 
Martin McGuinness, Gerry 
Adams and many more.

Time and Tide
Charlie Bird with Ray 
Burke
9780008546755 €18.99

A poignant and introspective 
memoir from Irish journalist 
and broadcaster Charlie 
Bird. Here, Charlie refl ects 
on his life and phenomenal 
broadcast career through the 
lens of his diagnosis.

Climb with Charlie

Charlie Bird
9781785373688 €14.95

Climb with Charlie is a 
joyous record of that 
unforgettable, emotional day 
on 2 April 2022 when Charlie 
completed the momentous 
challenge and climbed 
Croagh Patrick.

Lessons from the Bench

Gillian Hussey
9780717192687 €22.99

This fascinating insight into 
the career of a trailblazing 
woman reveals the inner 
workings of Ireland’s criminal 
courts, explores the changes 
in Irish society and shares 
some timeless truths learned 
from almost 20 years on the 
bench.

Quinn

Trevor Birney
9781785373992 €19.95

This is the gripping inside 
story of Ireland’s bankrupt 
billionaire, Sean Quinn, who 
went from rags to riches 
before gambling it all on 
Anglo-Irish Bank shares 
and became the world’s 
biggest personal loser of the 
economic collapse of 2008.

The Killing of Father 
Niall Molloy
Maresa Fagan
9781915306005 €15.99

Separating fact from fi ction, 
Anatomy of an Injustice - The 
Killing of Fr Niall Molloy 
re-examines the astonishing 
circumstances surrounding 
the death of a 52-year-old 
priest almost forty years ago.

Gaffs

Rory Hearne
9780008529581 €17.99

In Gaffs, housing expert Rory
Hearne urges us to think 
about the people behind 
the statistics and shows us 
that there is a way towards 
a future where everyone has 
access to a home.
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Padraic Maher
9781399713276 €19.50

In early 2022, Padraic Maher 
was forced to retire due to 
injury. Here in his memoir, 
he looks at the affect the 
injury and the decision to 
end his hurling career had on 
him and in doing so, takes 
us back through his life and 
playing career.

Life Begins in Leitrim

Zak Moradi
9780717194667 €22.99

In this brave, touching and 
uplifting memoir, Zak Moradi 
refl ects on his fi rst 20 years in 
Ireland: the culture shock of 
landing in small-town Ireland, 
the plight of refugees 
worldwide and the skills he 
learned through sport and 
the role it plays.

Grassroots Vol 2

PJ Cunningham
9781916086395 €19.99

Grassroots Vol 2 The 
Second Half is a follow-up 
to last year’s collection of 
stories from the heart of the 
GAA. It’s a treasure trove 
of memories, tales and 
incidents spanning over 150 
years.

Point to Point

Healy Racing
9781788493444 €24.99

Healy Racing photography 
and Richard Pugh share 
their passion and knowledge 
of Ireland’s unique 
point-to-point horse racing 
scene.

Away Days

Gareth Maher
9781848408692 €17.95

Celebrating three decades 
of Premier League Football. 
Away Days uncovers the 
good, the bad and the ugly 
of a league that has been 
home to almost two hundred 
Irish players.

Second Sight
Ian McKinley with 
Gerry Thornley
9781914197499 €19.99

In Second Sight McKinley 
tells an astounding sporting 
story like no other - and 
a tale that deserves to 
be heard and applauded, 
around the globe. There has 
never been a rugby player 
quite as remarkable, quite as 
jaw-droppingly brave, as Ian 
McKinley.

The Ref’s Call

Owen Doyle
9781529396058 €19.50

Owen Doyle is an Irish Times 
columnist and former Irish 
rugby test match referee. 
Here in his frank, revealing 
and often humorous memoir, 
The Ref’s Call, he gives a 
behind-the-scenes glimpse 
into the high-pressured 
world of international rugby.

Cold-Water Eden

Richie Fitzgerald
9780008550561 €17.99

An immersive memoir 
about a groundbreaking 
surfi ng career and a 
stunning portrait of Ireland 
as one of the world’s most 
captivating big-wave surfi ng 
destinations.

Chased by Pandas

Dan Martin
9781529427592 €17.99

This is Dan Martin’s 
long-awaited autobiography. 
It is the celebration of a 
true cyclist’s career, which 
will appeal to anyone who’s 
embraced the weekend 
ride whilst dreaming of the 
mountains.

100 Great GAA 
Controversies
John Scally
9781785304156 €17.99

100 Great GAA 
Controversies is a collection 
of fascinating accounts from 
the fi eld with appearances 
from some famous and 
infamous personalities. 
Including epic tales from 
Gaelic football, women’s 
football, camogie and 
hurling.

The Autobiography

Jordan Henderson
9780241623862 €17.99

In his fi rst autobiography, 
Jordan reveals how an early 
love for the game as a kid 
became an all-consuming 
passion. Full of heartache, 
excitement and triumph, this 
is a candid insight into the 
life of a top-fl ight footballer 
as you’ve never read before.

The People’s Game

Gary Neville
9781529395983 €17.99

Beneath the glamorous 
sheen of the Premier League, 
is a game that’s rusting and 
rotten. The People’s Game
is Gary’s vision for a brighter 
future.

The Game

Micah Richards
9780008552893 €19.99

Full of Micah’s signature 
cheeky wit, this intimate, 
unmissable memoir goes 
behind the scenes of the 
beautiful game and a 
remarkable life and career.

Intensity

Pep Lijnders
9781914197550 €19.99

Liverpool’s blistering brand 
of football has revived a 
sleeping giant, energised its 
vast army of fans, entertained 
crowds at home and all over 
the world and redefi ned 
coaching excellence. Now 
Pep tells the inside story of 
a season which, even by LFC 
standards, has been truly 
sensational.

On Days Like These

Martin O’Neill
9781035008469 €22.00

Martin O’Neill is one of 
the most fascinating and 
respected fi gures in football. 
On Days Like These tells 
the story of his remarkable 
career.
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Abyss

Max Hastings
9780008365004 €19.99

The 1962 Cuban Missile 
Crisis was the most perilous 
event in history. During those 
weeks, the world gazed 
into the abyss of potential 
annihilation.

Overreach

Owen Matthews
9780008562779 €19.99

An astonishing investigation 
into the start of the Russo-
Ukrainian war - from the 
corridors of the Kremlin to 
the trenches of Mariupol.

A Woman’s World 
1850-1960
Amaral & Jones
9781800240247 €37.50

A Woman’s World 1850-1960
explores the many roles - 
domestic, social, cultural 
and professional - played 
by women across the 
world before second-wave 
feminism took hold.

The World
Simon Sebag 
Montefi ore
9780297869672 €41.99

From the master storyteller 
- the story of humanity from 
prehistory to the present 
day, told through the one 
thing all humans have in 
common: family.

Terry Pratchett

Rob Wilkins
9780857526649 €17.99

A deeply moving and 
personal portrait of the 
extraordinary life of Sir 
Terry Pratchett, written with 
unparalleled insight and fi lled 
with funny anecdotes, this is 
the only offi cial biography of 
one of our fi nest authors.

A Guest at the Feast

Colm Tóibín
9780241004630 €19.99

A Guest at the Feast
uncovers the places where 
politics and poetics meet, 
where life and fi ction 
overlap, where one can 
be inside writing and also 
outside of it.

Without Warning and 
Only Sometimes
Kit de Waal
9781472284846 €17.99

From the award-winning 
author of My Name is Leon
comes a childhood memoir 
set to become a classic, 
stinging, warm-hearted and 
true.

Speechless

Fiacre Ryan
9781785374395 €16.95

Speechless is the fi rst book 
to be authored by an Irish 
non-verbal autistic person. 
It relates Fiacre’s remarkable 
life and brings his astounding 
poetry, social commentary, 
opinions and ideas to the 
speaking world.

A Private Spy

John le Carré
9780241550106 €22.99

This collection intimately 
reveals John le Carré – the 
man, the writer and his world 
for the fi rst time.

History of War in Maps

Philip Parker
9780008506490 €29.99

History of War in Maps
gives a unique visual 
representation of the 
development of warfare and 
the maps that have helped 
shaped our history.

Colditz

Ben Macintyre
9780241408537 €17.99

The incredible true story of 
the most infamous prison 
in history - from bestselling 
author Ben Macintyre.
Deeply researched and full 
of incredible human stories, 
this is the defi nitive book on 
Colditz.

The Story of Russia

Orlando Figes
9781526631763 €18.50

Beautifully written and based 
on a lifetime of scholarship, 
The Story of Russia is a 
major and defi nitive work 
from the great storyteller of 
Russian history: sweeping, 
suspenseful, masterful.

Never Better

Tommie Gorman
9781838957827 €23.99

In this insightful and 
generous book, Tommie 
takes readers behind the 
scenes and shares some 
of his memories from forty 
extraordinary years of Irish 
history from his front-row 
seat and looks at what may 
lie ahead for the island.

Mary Lou McDonald

Shane Ross
9781838955892 €19.99

Shane Ross’s scrupulously 
fair and balanced biography 
illuminates Mary Lou 
McDonald’s political 
awakening, her relationship 
with the hard men of the IRA 
and the evolution and future 
of Sinn Féin.

Agatha Christie

Lucy Worsley
9781529303889 €19.99

With access to personal 
letters and papers that 
have rarely been seen, 
Lucy Worsley’s biography 
is both authoritative and 
entertaining and makes us 
realise what an extraordinary 
pioneer Agatha Christie was.
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Undoctored

Adam Kay
9781398700383 €19.99

By turns hilarious, 
heartbreaking and humbling, 
Undoctored is about what 
happens when a doctor 
hangs up his scrubs, but 
medicine refuses to let go 
of him.

Who I Am

Melanie C
9781802793369 €17.99

For the fi rst time ever, 
Melanie C, aka Sporty Spice, 
tells her amazing life story 
in her own words and gives 
a full and honest account of 
what life was really like in 
The Spice Girls.

Surrender

Bono
9781529151787 €26.99

Bono - artist, activist and 
the lead singer of Irish rock 
band U2 - has written his 
autobiography: honest and 
irreverent, intimate and 
profound.

Charlie’s Good Tonight

Paul Sexton
9780008546342 €19.99

Featuring forewords from 
bandmates Mick Jagger and 
Keith Richards, this is the 
offi cial and fully authorised 
biography of the world’s 
most revered and celebrated 
drummer.

Cinema Speculation

Quentin Tarantino
9781474624237 €20.50

The legendary Academy 
award-winning writer and 
director takes the reader on 
a unique joyride of personal 
memoir, cultural criticism and 
Hollywood history.

Crazy Dreams

Paul Brady
9781785374296 €22.95

Crazy Dreams is the 
compelling and highly 
anticipated autobiography 
from Paul Brady, a musician 
whose remarkable career 
has spanned six decades 
and who is indisputably one 
of Ireland’s greatest living 
songwriters.

Call Me Mrs Brown

Brendan O’Carroll
9780241483671 €17.99

Just like the show so 
brilliantly expresses, 
Brendan’s fi rst autobiography, 
the real story behind the man 
who became Mrs Brown, 
combines uplifting heart, 
warmth and hilarity.

The Rodfather
Roddy Collins with Paul
Howard
9781844885954 €22.99

The hilarious memoir from 
the funniest man in football. 
Now, with the brilliant Paul 
Howard, Roddy puts it all 
down on paper for the fi rst 
time - the adventures, the 
rows and the craic.

Kellie
Kellie Harrington with 
Roddy Doyle
9781844886074 €22.99

Writing with Roddy Doyle, 
the award-winning author 
of The Commitments, Kellie 
tells the story of her unlikely 
rise to greatness and her 
continuing dedication to 
living a normal life. 

Beyond Supervet

Noel Fitzpatrick
9781398706484 €16.99

In this inspiring, uplifting 
and heart-warming memoir, 
world-renowned veterinary 
surgeon Professor Noel 
Fitzpatrick shares some 
of the most personal and 
powerful tales ever from his 
life as The Supervet.

The Philosophy of 
Modern Song
Bob Dylan
9781398519411 €40.00

The Philosophy of Modern 
Song is Bob Dylan’s fi rst 
book of new writing since 
2004’s Chronicles: Volume 
One - and since winning the 
Nobel Prize for Literature 
in 2016. 

Faith, Hope and 
Carnage
Cave & O’Hagan
9781838857660 €23.99

Faith, Hope and Carnage
draws candidly on Cave’s life, 
from his early childhood to 
the present day, his loves, his 
work ethic and his dramatic 
transformation in recent 
years.

Beyond the Wand

Tom Felton
9781529149425 €17.99

Speaking with candour and 
his own trademark humour, 
Tom shares his experience 
of growing up on screen and 
being part of the wizarding 
world for the very fi rst time.

Friends, Lovers and the 
Big Terrible Thing
Matthew Perry
9781472295941 €19.99

The beloved star of Friends 
takes us behind the scenes 
of the hit sitcom and his 
struggles with addiction 
in this candid, funny and 
revelatory memoir that 
delivers a powerful message 
of hope and persistence.

Dying of Politeness

Geena Davis
9780008508128 €17.99

Dying of Politeness is the 
candid, surprising tale of 
Geena’s journey from her 
epically polite childhood 
to the roles that put her in 
the spotlight and gave her 
the strength to become a 
powerhouse in Hollywood.
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Headstones
Ian Rankin
9781398709362 €19.99

The brand new Rebus thriller 
from the iconic number 
one bestseller Ian Rankin. A 
reckoning is coming - and 
John Rebus may be hearing 
the call for last orders...

All the Broken Places

John Boyne
9780857528865 €16.99

All the Broken Places is a 
devastating, beautiful story 
about a woman who must 
confront the sins of her past 
and a present in which it is 
never too late for bravery.

All Wrapped Up

Ally Bunbury
9781399713078 €16.99

A hilarious and heartwarming 
festive romance from the 
wonderful Ally Bunbury.

Babel

R.F Kuang
9780008501822 €17.99

An incendiary new novel 
from award-winning author 
R.F. Kuang about the power 
of language, the violence of 
colonialism and the sacrifi ces 
of resistance.

Dawnlands

Philippa Gregory
9781471172908 €17.99

The spellbinding Fairmile 
series continues as the 
fi ercely independent 
Alinor and her family fi nd 
themselves entangled in 
palace intrigue, political 
upheaval and life-changing 
secrets.

Demon Copperhead

Barbara Kingsolver
9780571376476 €17.99

Demon Copperhead is a 
once-in-a-generation novel 
that breaks and mends your 
heart in the way only the 
best fi ction can.

Desert Star

Michael Connelly
9781409186236 €19.99

A brand new Ballard & Bosch 
thriller from number one 
Sunday Times bestselling 
master of crime, Michael 
Connelly.

Double or Nothing

Kim Sherwood
9780008495398 €17.99

James Bond is missing. 007 
has been captured, perhaps 
even killed, by a sinister 
private military company. His 
whereabouts are unknown. 
Meet the new generation of 
spies…

Dreamland

Nicholas Sparks
9780751585520 €17.99

From the #1 New York Times 
bestselling author of The 
Wish comes a poignant 
love story about risking 
everything for a dream and 
whether it’s possible to leave 
the past behind.

Act of Oblivion

Robert Harris
9781529151763 €16.99

Act of Oblivion is an epic 
journey across continents 
and a chase like no other. It 
is the thrilling new novel by 
Robert Harris.

Best of Friends

Kamila Shamsie
9781526647696 €17.50

A dazzling new novel of 
friendship, identity and 
the unknowability of 
other people - from the 
international bestselling 
author of Home Fire, winner 
of the Women’s Prize for 
Fiction.

Carrie Soto is Back

Taylor Jenkins Reid
9781529152135 €15.99

In this riveting and 
unforgettable novel, Taylor 
Jenkins Reid tells a story 
about the cost of greatness 
and a legendary athlete 
attempting a comeback.

Cat Lady

Dawn O’Porter
9780008385408 €17.99

Get ready for Cat Lady, the 
brilliantly bold and joyful new 
novel from Sunday Times
bestseller, Dawn O’Porter.

Dark Music

David Lagercrantz
9781529413182 €17.99

The launch of a new series 
inspired by Sherlock Holmes. 
A murder investigation 
brings together two unlikely 
allies in a race to uncover 
a shadowy international 
conspiracy.

Dark Rooms

Lynda la Plante
9781804180365 €16.99

The thrilling new Detective 
Jane Tennison crime novel 
from the Queen of Crime 
Drama.
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Stephen King
9781399705424 €19.99

Legendary storyteller 
Stephen King goes into 
the deepest well of 
his imagination in this 
spellbinding novel about a 
seventeen-year-old boy who 
inherits the keys to a parallel 
world where good and evil 
are at war.

Girl Crush

Florence Given
9781914240546 €17.99

In Girl Crush, we follow 
Eartha on a wild, weird 
and seductive modern-day 
exploration as she 
commences life as an openly 
bisexual woman whilst also 
becoming a viral sensation 
on Wonder Land.

Going Back

Eugene O’Brien
9780717194278 €16.99

A heart-warming debut 
that continues the story of 
the hit RTÉ TV series Pure 
Mule, which captured the 
whole world in one small 
Irish town..

Haven

Emma Donoghue
9781529091144 €16.99

The hugely anticipated novel 
from the internationally 
bestselling author of The Pull 
of the Stars and Room.

Lucy by the Sea

Elizabeth Strout
9780241606995 €17.99

Rich with empathy and a 
searing clarity, Lucy by the 
Sea evokes the fragility 
and uncertainty of the 
recent past, as well as the 
possibilities that those long, 
quiet days can inspire.

Mad Honey
Jodi Picoult & Jennifer 
Finney Boylan
9781399708395 €17.99

The most compelling, 
challenging and 
contemporary novel you will 
read this year by bestselling 
author Jodi Picoult and 
Jennifer Finney Boylan.

Marple

Agatha Christie et al
9780008467326 €17.99

A brand new collection 
of short stories featuring 
the Queen of Crime’s 
legendary detective Jane 
Marple, penned by twelve 
remarkable bestselling and 
acclaimed authors.

My Darling Daughter

JP Delaney
9781529423297 €17.99

The child you never knew 
knows all your secrets . . .the 
addictive new thriller from 
the author of The Girl Before.

Next in Line

Jeffrey Archer
9780008474331 €16.99

The unputdownable new 
thriller from the master 
storyteller Jeffrey Archer. 

Forever Home

Graham Norton
9781529391404 €16.99

In his tense and darkly 
comic new novel Graham 
Norton casts a light on 
the relationship between 
mothers and daughters and 
truth and self-preservation 
with unnerving effect.

Idol

Louise O’Neill
9781787635340 €16.99

Louise O’Neill is back with 
an utterly page gripping tale 
of how two memories of the 
same event can differ and 
how effortlessly we choose 
which stories to believe.

It Starts With Us

Colleen Hoover
9781398518179 €14.99

Before It Ends with Us, it 
started with Atlas. Colleen 
Hoover tells fan favourite 
Atlas’ side of the story and 
shares what comes next in 
this long-anticipated sequel 
to the no 1 Sunday Times
bestseller It Ends with Us.

Lessons

Ian McEwan
9781787333987 €17.99

The mesmerising new 
novel from Ian McEwan, 
the bestselling author of 
Atonement. Lessons is an 
intimate yet universal story 
of love, regret and a restless 
search for answers.

Livid

Patricia Cornwell
9781408725825 €16.99

The new Kay Scarpetta 
thriller from the No.1 
bestselling author Patricia 
Cornwell.

Long Shadows

David Baldacci
9781529061901 €16.99

The seventh Amos Decker 
thriller from internationally 
bestselling author David 
Baldacci.
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Orhan Pamuk
9780571352937 €17.99

Plague is not the only killer.... 
an epic historical murder 
mystery set in the Ottoman 
Empire, from the winner of 
the Nobel Prize for Literature 
Orhan Pamuk.

On the First Day of 
Christmas
Faith Hogan
9781804542477 €16.99

From the bestselling Irish 
author of The Ladies’ 
Midnight Swimming Club
comes an emotional and 
uplifting festive story about 
love, family and how a 
split-second decision can 
change your life.

Once Upon a Time in...
Donnybrook
Ross O’Carroll-Kelly
9781844885527 €16.99

Once Upon a Time in 
. . . Donnybrook is the 
twenty-fi fth book in Paul 
Howard’s ‘Ross O’Carroll- 
Kelly’ series.

Our Missing Hearts

Celeste Ng
9781408716922 €17.99

From the No.1 bestselling 
author of Little Fires 
Everywhere, a deeply heart-
wrenching novel about the 
unbreakable love between a 
mother and child in a society 
consumed by fear.

The Boys from Biloxi

John Grisham
9781399702744 €25.99

In this novel, John 
Grisham takes his powerful 
storytelling to the next level, 
his trademark twists and 
turns will keep you tearing 
through the pages until the 
stunning conclusion.

The Bullet that Missed

Richard Osman
9780241512432 €16.99

A new mystery is afoot in the 
third book in the Thursday 
Murder Club series from 
record-breaking, bestselling 
author Richard Osman.

The Choice

Nora Roberts
9780349426457 €15.99

The conclusion of the epic 
trilogy from the No.1 New 
York Times bestselling author 
of The Awakening and The 
Becoming.

The Furies

John Connolly
9781529391756 €17.99

From the number one 
Sunday Times bestselling 
author John Connolly 
comes two linked stories 
in one novel and the most 
compelling and unsettling 
Charlie Parker case yet.

The High Notes

Danielle Steel
9781529022124 €17.99

A star is born in the The 
High Notes, a compelling 
tale by the world’s favourite 
storyteller, Danielle Steel.

No Plan B

Andrew & Lee Child
9781787633766 €17.99

The gripping new Jack 
Reacher thriller from the 
No.1 bestselling authors Lee 
Child and Andrew Child. 
Gerrardsville, Colorado. One 
tragic event. Two witnesses. 
Two confl icting accounts.

Run Time

Catherine Ryan Howard
9781838951672 €14.99

Washed-up former soap-star 
Adele Rafferty is cast last 
minute in psychological 
horror fi lm Final Draft, but 
when the strange goings-on 
in the script begin to be 
mirrored on set too, she fi nds 
the real fear is off-camera.

Ruth & Pen

Emilie Pine
9780241573297 €15.99

The brilliant debut novel 
from Emilie Pine, author of 
the international bestseller 
Notes to Self.

Shrines of Gaiety

Kate Atkinson
9780857526564 €16.99

With her unique Dickensian 
fl air, Kate Atkinson brings 
together a glittering cast 
of characters in a truly 
mesmeric novel that 
captures the uncertainty and 
mutability of life; of a world 
in which nothing is quite as 
it seems.

Stella Maris

Cormac McCarthy
9781447294016 €17.99

Stella Maris is the story of a 
mathematician, twenty years 
old, admitted to the hospital 
with forty thousand dollars 
in a plastic bag and one 
request: She does not want 
to talk about her brother.

The Atlas Paradox

Olivie Blake
9781529095319 €17.99

In this highly anticipated 
sequel to viral sensation 
The Atlas Six, the magicians 
of the Alexandrian Society 
must decide what to do with 
their newfound knowledge. 
Meanwhile, a powerful fi gure 
reveals his plans to dominate 
the world.
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Robert Galbraith
9780751584189 €19.99

A gripping, fi endishly clever 
mystery, The Ink Black Heart
is a true tour-de-force.

The Last Chairlift

John Irving
9781471179082 €29.99

John Irving has written some 
of the most acclaimed books 
of our time - among them, 
The World According to 
Garp and The Cider House 
Rules. In The Last Chairlift, 
readers will once more be in 
his thrall.

The Love Algorithm

Claudia Carroll
9781838778309 €16.99

Iris lives by numbers. Kim  
too busy being the life of 
the party to look for love. 
Connie, Kim’s recently 
widowed mum, is single for 
the fi rst time since the 1970s. 
As the Analyzed app takes 
the world by storm, are the 
three women in over their 
heads?

The Marriage Portrait

Maggie O’Farrell 
9781472223852      €17.99

The Marriage Portrait is an 
unforgettable reimagining 
of the life of a young woman 
whose proximity to power 
places her in mortal danger.

The Sh!te Before 
Christmas
Serena Terry
9780008579883 €15.99

From bestselling author and 
TikTok sensation Mammy 
Banter. Christmas time, 
toddler meltdowns, teenage 
angst, marriage problems 
and WINE. This year, the 
perfect Christmas is going to 
take a miracle…

The Singularities

John Banville
9780593536834 €17.99

From the revered, Booker 
Prize-winning author comes 
a playful, multi-layered novel 
of nostalgia, life and death 
which opens with the return 
of one of his most celebrated 
characters as he is released 
from prison.

The Twist of a Knife

Anthony Horowitz
9781529124330 €16.99

A gripping locked-room 
mystery from the bestselling 
crime writer Anthony 
Horowitz.

There’s Been a Little
Incident
Alice Ryan
9781803284088 €16.99

A witty and warm debut from 
a young Irish writer about 
family, grief and the ways 
we come together when all 
seems lost.

Where I End

Sophie White
9781915290045 €15.00

This exceptional, inventive 
novel of psychological and 
physical horror will captivate 
readers from its beautiful 
and atmospheric opening 
sentences to its shattering 
conclusion.

The Keepsake Quilters

Felicity Hayes-McCoy
9781529379570 €16.99

One family. Three 
generations. And the threads 
that bind them together ...

The Night Interns

Austin Duffy
9781783788330 €15.99

Three surgical interns 
face the drama, beauty 
and danger of death on 
the hospital night shift, in 
this deeply immersive and 
provocative novel by the 
critically acclaimed Irish 
novelist.

The Other Guinness Girl

Emily Hourican
9781399707978 €15.99

Set against the rise of 
Nazism, the abdication of a 
king, and the slide into World 
War II, The Other Guinness 
Girl is a sweeping novel of 
love, desire, friendship and 
self-discovery.

The Passenger

Cormac McCarthy
9780330535519 €17.99

The Passenger is the 
story of a salvage diver, 
haunted by loss, afraid of 
the watery deep, pursued 
for a conspiracy beyond his 
understanding and longing 
for a death he cannot 
reconcile with God.

The Queen of Dirt 
Island
Donal Ryan
9780857525215 €17.99

The Irish Times No.1 
bestseller from the 
awardwinning, Booker 
longlisted author Donal 
Ryan comes a story that is an 
uplifting celebration of fi erce, 
loyal love and the powerful 
stories that last generations.

The Romantic

William Boyd
9780241542033 €15.99

Set in the 19th century, 
this novel follows the 
rollercoaster fortunes of a 
man as he tries to negotiate 
the random stages, 
adventures and vicissitudes 
of his life.
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Avoca at Home

Avoca
9781844885909   €29.99

Back with a mouth-watering 
new collection, Avoca at 
Home brings you over 100 of 
the very best Avoca recipes. 

Cook and Share

Mary Berry
9781785947902 €31.99

In this brand new tie-in to 
her new BBC series, Mary 
Berry shares over 100 of her 
favourite dishes to share 
with the ones we love. Home 
cooking has never been 
more important and every 
recipe has been created to 
bring families and friends 
together.

How to go Plant Based

Ella Mills
9781529313772 €31.99

This book demystifi es going 
plant-based making it as 
easy, clear and delicious 
as possible and features 
100 new recipes to get you 
started on your plant-based 
journey by bestselling author 
Ella Mills.

Eat Up - The Next Level

Daniel Davey
9780717195244 €22.99

Next Level eating means 
prioritising eating in your 
daily routine. This is a 
transformative cookbook that 
will change your relationship 
with food and arm you with 
the knowledge to bring your 
health and performance to 
the next level.

Persiana Everyday

Sabrina Ghayour
9781783255085 €31.99
The all-new collection 
of more than 100 
crowd-pleasing recipes for 
everyday eating from the 
author of the award-winning, 
Sunday Times bestselling 
cookbook Persiana.

Simply Chinese

Suzie Lee
9781784885335 €24.99

Simply Chinese is a 
sumptuous collection of 
classic and modern Chinese 
home-style recipes that can 
be made with ease, in your 
own home kitchens.

Sweet Therapy

Una Leonard
9781399710480 €23.99

In Sweet Therapy: The Joy 
of Baking, Una shares her 
unique story of how baking 
transformed her life and 
for the fi rst time ever, the 
mouth-watering recipes that 
have turned her bakery into 
the word-of-mouth success it 
has become.

The Daly Dish Bold Food
Made Good
Gina & Karol Daly
9780717193370 €24.99

The bestselling husband and 
wife team are back with 100 
more simple, delicious and 
slimming recipes that are 
sure to be loved by everyone 
in the family and won’t blow 
your shopping budget!

Ballymaloe Desserts

JR Ryall
9781838665272 €49.99

Attainable, reliable and 
inspirational recipes for 
the home baker from the 
acclaimed pastry chef JR
Ryall at the iconic Ballymaloe
House in Co Cork.

Is This A Cookbook?

Heston Blumenthal
9781526621504 €32.99

A culinary adventure from 
three-time James Beard 
Award-winning, Michelin 
starred chef Heston 
Blumenthal. Is This A 
Cookbook? is the next best 
thing to having Heston as 
your sous-chef.

Lush

Daniel Lambert
9780008527105 €26.99

TikTok sensation Chef 
Daniel Lambert leads the 
pack of a new generation of 
social media chefs with 100 
feel-good recipes. So load 
up your forks - this is the 
feel-good cookbook you’ve 
been waiting for.

More Midweek Meals

Neven Maguire
9780717195527 €24.99

Neven is back and he shares 
another 100 fantastic family 
favourites for Monday to 
Friday! Once again this 
modern, family-friendly 
cookbook will inspire you to 
eat well every day.

One

Jamie Oliver
9780241431108 €34.50

The brand-new cookbook 
that will make getting good 
food on the table easier than 
ever before. Jamie’s back to 
basics with over 120 simple, 
delicious, ONE pan recipes.

Ottolenghi Test Kitchen 
Extra Good Things
Ottolenghi & Murad
9781529109474 €29.99

Ottolenghify every meal. 
Flexible, fl avour-packed 
dishes that all lend a little 
something ‘extra’ to your 
next meal.

Pinch of Nom Enjoy

Kate & Kay Allinson
9781529062267 €22.99

Enjoy more of the food you 
love. Never feel like you’re 
missing out.100 truly tasty 
recipes from Pinch of Nom.
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Poems For When You 
Can’t Find the Words
Irish Hospice Foundation
9780717193738 €16.99

Created in conjunction 
with Poetry Ireland, this 
is a collection of words to 
comfort in the most troubled 
times from the Irish Hospice 
Foundation.

How to be Confi dent

James Smith
9780008536459 €17.99

From bestselling author, 
James Smith, comes How 
to be Confi dent – the 
third instalment in James’ 
no-nonsense guides to 
gaining the tools to empower 
your decision-making and 
change your life.

Menopausing

Davina McCall
9780008517786 €26.99

The self-help guide for 
2022 from television star 
Davina McCall to help you 
care for yourself, cope with 
symptoms and live your 
best life during menopause. 
Menopausing is more than 
just a book, it’s a movement. 
An uprising.

The Madness

Fergal Keane
9780008420437 €19.99

A Memoir of war, fear and 
PTSD from Sunday Times
bestselling author and BBC 
correspondent Fergal Keane.

Poetry Unbound

Pádraig Ó Tuama
9781838856328 €22.99

A beautiful book of 
immersive poetry, based 
on the much-loved Poetry 
Unbound podcast that has 
been downloaded more than 
6 million times – the perfect 
gift for all poetry lovers.

The Myth of Normal

Dr Gabor Maté
9781785042720 €17.99

Filled with stories of people 
in the grip of illness or in the 
triumphant wake of recovery, 
this life-affi rming book, 
co-written with the authors 
son Daniel, proves true 
health is possible.

Everything is Washable

Sali Hughes
9780008284176 €30.99

2022’s New How-To Guide 
that will help you navigate 
modern life with advice on 
beauty, money, family and so 
much more.

Every Day is A Fresh
Beginning
Aoibhín Garrihy
9781804180815 €15.99

A beautiful anthology of 
poetry personally selected by 
Aoibhin Garrihy to uplift and 
inspire, delight and comfort.

The Light We Carry

Michelle Obama
9780241621240 €27.99

In her inspiring follow-up 
to Becoming, former First 
Lady Michelle Obama 
shares practical wisdom 
and powerful strategies for 
staying hopeful and balanced 
in today’s highly uncertain 
world.

Body

James Davies
9780008524074 €17.99

Ultimate strategies to 
prevent pain and fuel your 
body to its fullest health 
potential.

A Gift of Joy and Hope

Pope Francis
9781399802826 €19.99

A Gift of Joy and Hope 
encourages readers to 
look outside themselves 
to embrace authentic 
beauty, change attitudes 
that exclude others and 
overcome life’s challenges 
with courage.

Still Points

Brother Richard
9781399700665 €17.99

In an uncertain world, we all 
seek a sense of security and 
inner peace. In Still Points: A 
Guide to Living the Mindful 
Meditative Way shows us 
how to achieve this, simply 
by following a daily spiritual 
practice.

An Emotional Dictionary

Susie Dent
9781529379679 €19.99

Welcome to the fi rst truly 
human dictionary, as 
idiosyncratic and unusual as 
you are.

Healing Through Words

Rupi Kaur
9781398518797 €19.99

Healing Through Words is a 
guided tour on the journey 
back to the self, a cathartic 
and mindful exploration 
through writing.

Vital Signs

ed Martin Dyar
9781902121901 €18.00

Vital Signs is a collection of 
powerful and courageous 
responses to the human 
experience of illness and 
healing.
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Inside Bridgerton

Shonda Rhimes
9780349432021 €30.99

Inside Bridgerton is the  
intimate behind-the-scenes 
story of the hit Shondaland 
series on Netfl ix, from 
Shondaland executive 
producers Shonda Rhimes 
and Betsy Beers.

The Toxic Travel Guide

Frankie McNamara
9780008527075 €15.99

Instagram sensation 
Meditations for the Anxious 
Mind takes us on a trip 
around Ireland of the likes 
you’ve never seen before, 
from the trolley-fi lled Liffey 
to the glamour of Navan.

Waterford Whisper 
News 2022
Colm Williamson
9780717192588 €19.99

All the biggest stories from 
2022 and tonnes of exclusive 
new content, Waterford 
Whispers style!

Climate Worrier

Colm O’Regan
9780008534875 €15.99

Bestselling author Colm 
O’Regan brings us hilarious 
tales of his successes and 
many failures in trying to 
be more environmentally 
friendly. It turns out it’s not 
easy being green.

The Boy, The Mole, 
The Fox and The Horse 
Charlie Mackesy
9781529197686 €23.99

Charlie Mackesy’s beloved 
The Boy, the Mole, the Fox 
and the Horse has been 
adapted into an animated 
short fi lm, coming to 
BBC One and iPlayer this 
Christmas.

The Body Illustrated

Bill Bryson
9780857527691 €37.50

Bill Bryson sets off to 
explore the human body, 
how it functions and its 
remarkable ability to heal 
itself. Full of extraordinary 
facts, astonishing stories and 
now fully illustrated for the 
fi rst time.

The Almanac

Lia Leendertz
9781856754637 €15.99

The Almanac: A Seasonal 
Guide to 2023 gives you 
the tools and inspiration 
you need to celebrate, mark 
and appreciate each month 
of the year in your own 
particular way.

Two for Joy

Adam Henson
9781408727362 €24.99

In Two for Joy, Adam 
Henson much-loved and 
longstanding presenter 
of Countryfi le - goes on a 
journey throughout each 
season to help you to fi nd 
new and varied ways to 
reconnect to the British and 
Irish countryside.

An Irish Folklore 
Treasury
John Creedon
9780717194223 €24.99

John Creedon introduces a 
treasure trove of old stories, 
ways and wisdom, collected 
by schoolchildren as part of 
a nationwide project set up 
in the 1930s to preserve Irish 
folklore.

The Rise of the Dragon

George R.R. Martin
9780008557102 €46.99

The history behind 2022’s 
highly anticipated HBO 
and Sky TV series House 
Of The Dragon from the 
internationally bestselling 
creator of epic fantasy classic 
Game of Thrones.

The Climate Book

Greta Thunberg
9780241547472 €29.99

We still have time to 
change the world. From 
Greta Thunberg, one of 
the world’s leading climate 
activists, comes the essential 
handbook for making it 
happen.

Apollo Remastered

Andy Saunders
9780241508695 €69.99

Discover space as you’ve 
never seen it before, 
with these awe-inspiring, 
breathtakingly restored 
images of our fi rst missions 
to the Moon.

Black Holes
Prof Brian Cox & Prof 
Jeff Forshaw
9780008390655 €19.99

In this groundbreaking 
book, Professor Brian Cox 
and Professor Jeff Forshaw 
take you to the edge of our 
understanding of black holes; 
a scientifi c journey to the 
research frontier spanning a 
century of physics.

Frozen Planet II
Mark Brownlow & 
Elizabeth White
9781785946578 €34.50

With over 250 stunning 
full-colour photographs, 
Frozen Planet II reveals the 
wonders of the fastest-
changing part of our planet, 
as we may never see them 
again.

60 Second Cocktails
Joel Harrison & Neil 
Ridley
9781784728366 €15.99

60-Second Cocktails: 
Amazing Drinks to Make 
At Home in a Minute
is the latest book from 
award-winning drinks writers 
and TV presenters Joel 
Harrison and Neil Ridley.
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The Great Irish History 
Book
Myles Dungan
9780717194926 €19.99

Join historian Myles Dungan 
as he takes you on an 
historical trip back in time 
to visit the Ancient Celts. 
With clear text and bright 
illustrations, this book is 
for anyone who wants to 
understand more about 
Ireland, its history and its 
people.

Bedtime Stories

Rachel Pierce
9780702318542 €19.99

A beautiful, celebratory 
and joyful book of bedtime 
stories. Written and 
illustrated by Irish creators, 
Bedtime Stories showcases 
a curated collection of tales 
from Irish history, based on 
important fi gures and events.

Be Inspired!

Sarah Webb
9781788493284 €16.99

Award-winning author of 
Blazing a Trail and Dare 
to Dream, Sarah Webb 
interviews inspiring young 
Irish people about their 
amazing achievements.

Tales of Brave and 
Brilliant Girls ...
Davidson & Dickins
9781474989640 €15.99

Tales of Brave and Brilliant 
Girls from the Greek Myths
celebrates heroines from 
Circe to Psyche, from 
Athena to Artemis, re-telling 
their stories to inspire and 
empower a new generation 
of readers.

Fox & Son Tailers

Paddy Donnelly
9781788492768 €14.99

The cover artwork for our catalogue this year is from the O’Brien Press book, Fox & Son Tailers, which 
is written and illustrated by the hugely talented Paddy Donnelly. 
This charming books is funny, heart-warming, colourful and full of creativity – much like the author 
himself. Paddy grew up on the beautiful north coast of Ireland and this constantly infl uences his work 
as an illustrator and designer.

Colours, Colours 
Everywhere
Julia Donaldson
9781529078527 €17.99

A stunning book about 
colours full of gorgeous, 
breathtaking landscapes, 
with amazing fl aps to lift and 
holes to peep through.

The Fairy Atlas

Anna Claybourne
9781913947279 €18.50

Magical, mysterious and 
sometimes mischievous, the 
fairy folk of the world are 
notoriously elusive, but this 
charming compendium will 
reveal their secrets.

And Everything Will be
Glad to See You
Ella Risbridger
9781788009218 €24.99

A forceful, passionate and 
uplifting collection of poems 
by women and girls that 
is guaranteed to inspire, 
delight and empower. This 
is the perfect gift to begin a 
lifelong love of poetry.

Good Night Stories for 
Rebel Girls!
Jess Harriton
9781953424341 €31.70

100 Inspiring Young 
Changemakers, the newest 
addition to the best-selling 
Good Night Stories for Rebel 
Girls collection, shines a 
spotlight on extraordinary 
young women making their 
mark on the world today.

Girls Who Slay 
Monsters
Ellen Ryan
9780008538972 €23.99

From mermaids and 
fashionistas to athletes and 
farmers, meet goddesses 
of all shapes and sizes from 
Ireland’s ancient myths. 
Stand by their sides as they 
wield magic, fi ght monsters 
and protect the powerless.

What Makes Us 
Human?
Luke O’Neill
9780717193769 €19.99

What Makes Us Human?
Ireland’s favourite scientist 
is here to tell you! With 
Luke’s trademark infectious 
enthusiasm - and plenty of 
laughs along the way - What 
Makes Us Human is the 
perfect book for curious 
minds.

The Heartstopper 
Yearbook
Alice Oseman
9781444968392 €17.99

The full-colour Heartstopper 
Yearbook is packed full of 
exclusive content from the 
Heartstopper universe - 
including never-before-seen 
illustrations and insights into 
her creative process - all 
narrated by a cartoon version 
of Alice herself.

Illustrated Harry Potter 
and the Order of the . . .
Jim Kay
9781408845684 €48.99

Prepare to be enchanted 
once again as Jim Kay 
depicts J.K. Rowling’s 
wizarding world with the 
dazzling artistic alchemy fans 
around the globe have come 
to know and love.
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Rock-a-Bye Rumpus

Julia Donaldson
9781529027952 €17.99

Rock-a-Bye Rumpus is a 
delightful collection of sweet 
and fun action poems for the 
very young, specially chosen 
by bestselling author, Julia 
Donaldson and beautifully 
illustrated by Sebastien 
Braun.

Well Done, Mummy 
Penguin
Chris Haughton
9781406385533 €15.99

From Chris Haughton 
comes a funny, suspenseful 
celebration of mothers set 
against an atmospheric 
Antarctic backdrop.

The Sleep Scan

Niall Breslin
9780717195657 €17.99

Niall Breslin’s latest Mindful 
Moments picture book 
brings calm to bedtime by 
teaching children a body 
scan meditation technique 
for an easy countdown to 
sleep.

Goldilocks and the 
Three Crocodiles
Michael Rosen
9780008509880 €15.99

A fabulously funny take on a 
classic story from two giants 
of children’s books Michael 
Rosen & illustrator David 
Melling.

Cloud Babies
Eoin Colfer & Chris 
Judge
9781529502671 €15.99

From Eoin Colfer, author 
of Artemis Fowl, comes a 
truly compelling, empathy 
building book based on real 
life events in illustrator Chris 
Judge’s own life.

The Boy Who Lost His 
Spark
Maggie O’Farrell
9781406392012 €17.99

The new children’s book 
from multi-award-winning 
author of Hamnet, Maggie 
O’Farrell.

Meanwhile Back on 
Earth
Oliver Jeffers
9780008555450 €17.99

The spectacular new 
illustrated picture book for 
children, from the creator 
of internationally bestselling 
Here We Are and What We’ll 
Build.

Cat Kid Comic Club 4

Dav Pilkey
9781338846621 €12.99

The fourth book in the 
exciting, bestselling graphic 
novel series. L’il Petey, Molly, 
Flippy and 21 rambunctious 
baby frogs are back for 
another creative adventure!

Isadora Moon Under 
the Sea
Harriet Muncaster
9780192778079 €12.50

Isadora has been invited to 
a sleepover under the sea 
with her mermaid friends, 
it’s so exciting! But when she 
arrives she meets a mermaid 
called Emerald, who doesn’t 
seem quite so pleased to 
be there.

You Can Do It, Rosie!

Elena Browne
9781788492898 €12.99

Find out what happens when 
Rosie sets out on a very 
special walk. With a little 
imagination and lots of help 
from all sorts of people and 
creatures along the way, 
everyone knows, ‘You can do 
it, Rosie!’

The Gecko and The Echo

Rachel Bright
9781408356067 €15.99

A fl amboyantly fun tropical 
tale of love, fame and 
friendship from the creators 
of the international bestseller 
The Lion Inside.

The Baddies

Julia Donaldson
9780702303517 €15.99

The Baddies are the meanest 
ghost, witch and troll in the 
land. They adore being bad 
and fi ght over who is the 
nastiest. When a little girl 
moves into a nearby cottage, 
the Baddies can’t wait to 
scare her out of her wits.

Twinkly, Twinkly 
Night Time
Sam Taplin
9781474991810 €15.99

The magic of night time 
comes to life with the ten 
lights in this beautifully 
illustrated story. Full of 
friendship and wonder, this 
heartwarming novelty book is 
a perfect bedtime treat.

Sir Adam the Brave and 
the Moody Monsters
David King
9781844886258 €15.99

When a trio of moody 
monsters jeopardise the 
Wompie Wonder Fair and 
throw the kingdom into 
chaos, something has to be 
done. And fast! Enter Sir 
Adam the Brave!

Stopping By Woods on a 
Snowy Evening
Robert Frost & P.J. Lynch
9781529506341 €15.99

An exquisite picture book 
based on Robert Frost’s 
poem Stopping by Woods on 
a Snowy Evening illustrated 
by master artist, P. J. Lynch.
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Bunny vs Monkey 
Machine Mayhem
Jamie Smart
9781788452854 €15.99

Jamie Smart’s bestselling 
comics sensation Bunny 
vs Monkey continues in 
Machine Mayhem, chock 
full of brand-new comics 
and for the fi rst time ever in 
hardback!

The Friendship Fairies 
Go to Sea
Lucy Kennedy
9780717194759 €13.99

A magical underwater 
adventure for The Friendship 
Fairies, this is the fourth book 
in Lucy Kennedy’s bestselling 
series!

The Book That No One 
Wanted to Read
Richard Ayoade
9781529500301 €12.99

What is it that makes YOU 
want to read a book? Richard 
Ayoade’s children’s debut 
gives you all the answers in 
a way that’s silly, funny and 
thoroughly beguiling.

Spaceboy

David Walliams 
9780008579944      €14.99

Go back to the Space 
Race with No.1 bestselling 
author David Walliams 
for a breathless cinematic 
adventure full of mystery, 
action, laughs and surprises.

The Miraculous
Sweetmakers
Natasha Hastings
9780008496050 €15.99

An amazing and captivating, 
curl-up-on-the-sofa debut 
about a magical frost fair 
and the lasting power of 
friendship.

The Story of Green 
River
Holly Webb
9781510109629 €15.99

From million-copy selling 
Holly Webb comes a modern 
classic - a gorgeously-written 
epic journey about two 
animals and their against-
the-odds journey to fi nd each 
other.

The Case of the Fishy
Detective
Iona Rangeley
9780008476007 €15.99

An unforgettable friend 
returns in this warm and 
fantastically funny sequel 
to the bestselling debut 
Einstein the Penguin.

The Light Thieves

Helena Duggan
9781474991094 €9.99

Clever, quirky and hugely 
imaginative, discover the 
eagerly anticipated new 
eco-adventure series from 
the bestselling author of A 
Place Called Perfect.

Monster Island

Freddie Alexander
9780008473150 €15.99

The inventive, hilarious and 
deliciously spooky second 
book from Mr Spicebag
author, Freddie Alexander.

InvestiGator’s Heist 
& Seek
John Patrick Green
9781529097191 €12.99

They’re Alligators - and 
Investigators! Sewer 
surfi ng super-sleuths 
Mango & Brash are back 
in InvestiGators: Heist and 
Seek, the sixth volume in 
John Patrick Green’s full 
colour, laugh-outloud smash 
hit series.

The Day I Got Trapped 
in My Brain
Amy Huberman
9780702314643 €9.99

Frankie Finkleton, aged 11 
and one-twelth has lots of 
secrets: She has a brother 
called Fred who is the Best 
Invention Ever, and a baby 
sister called Flo who is her 
arch-nemesis. Oh... And she’s 
MAGIC!

Pages & Co. The 
Treehouse Library
Anna James
9780008410858 €15.99

The fi fth and fi nal book in the 
bestselling bookwandering 
series. As Tilly and Milo 
hurtle towards their 
fi nal showdown with the 
Alchemist, the stakes are 
higher than ever - though 
there is always time for hot 
chocolate!

Adam Wins the Internet

Adam B
9781526655653 €15.99

The spectacular debut 
children’s book from TV 
presenter and YouTube star 
Adam B!

Virtually Christmas

David Baddiel
9780008334314 €12.99

The HILARIOUS new novel 
and the year’s most perfect 
festive gift - from million 
copy bestselling author 
David Baddiel.

Project Fairy

Jacqueline Wilson
9780241567159 €14.99

A magical, captivating story 
about fairies, families and 
friendship from the brilliant, 
award-winning Jacqueline 
Wilson.
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The 156- Storey 
Treehouse
Andy Griffi ths
9781529088595 €15.99

Treehouse is getting festive! 
With lots of Christmas 
laughs at every level in The 
156-Storey Treehouse, from 
the worldwide bestselling 
Treehouse series by Andy 
Griffi ths.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: 
Diper Overlode 17
Jeff Kinney
9780241583081 €13.99

Middle-schooler Greg 
Heffl ey charts the rise of 
his teenage brother’s band, 
Löded Diper, as they live out 
their rock-and-roll dreams. 
But things could get messy 
for Greg and Rodrick when 
the Diper hits the road.

The Book of Secrets

Alex Dunne
9781788493208 €12.99

For the fi rst time in over fi fty 
years, the Trooping Fairies 
are in the small town of 
Clonbridge for their annual 
Revels. Their arrival awakens 
other creatures, who have 
mischief and chaos in mind.

Lily Takes A Chance

Judi Curtin
9781788493925 €12.99

In the Big House, life 
is changing for young 
housemaid, Lily and her 
group of friends. The girls 
are growing up and marching 
towards the future - but with 
friendship and fun they can 
face anything!

The Truth About Riley

Sinéad Moriarty
9780717195213 €13.99

The Truth About Riley is 
the timely and thought 
provoking new story for 
young readers from one 
of Ireland’s best-loved 
storytellers.

Demon in the Wood

Leigh Bardugo
9781510111141 €19.99

The Darkling’s origin story 
comes alive in this exquisitely 
illustrated prequel to Shadow 
and Bone, the hit Netfl ix 
original series.

The First to Die At the 
End
Adam Silvera
9781398519992 €14.99

Told with acclaimed author 
Adam Silvera’s signature 
bittersweet touch, this story 
celebrates the lasting impact 
that people have on each 
other and proves that life is 
always worth living to the 
fullest.

You Don’t Know What 
War Is
Yeva Skalietska
9781526659934 €12.50

This is the gripping and 
moving diary of young 
Ukrainian refugee Yeva 
Skalietska. It follows twelve 
days in Ukraine that changed 
12-year-old Yeva’s life 
forever.

A Wild Child’s Book of 
Birds
Dara McAnulty
9781529070750 €17.99

A Wild Child’s Book of Birds
is a fantastic nature book, 
illustrated in full colour by 
Barry Falls.

Tom Gates Happy to 
Help
Liz Pichon
9780702313424 €14.99

The top-of-the-class, extra 
special 20th book from 
multi-million copy selling 
author and illustrator Liz 
Pichon.

Leila and the Blue Fox
Kiran Millwood 
Hargrave
9781510110274 €15.99

Based on the true story of 
an Arctic fox who walked 
from Norway to Canada in 
seventy-six days, a distance 
of two thousand miles, this 
compelling, emotional and 
beautifully illustrated story 
is the perfect gift for 9+ 
readers.

Which Way to 
Anywhere
Cressida Cowell
9781444969047 €11.99

From the bestselling author 
of How to Train Your Dragon
comes an epic new series 
that will transport you into 
another world ...

The Ministry of 
Unladylike Activity
Robin Stevens
9780241429891 €14.99

The start of a thrilling new 
mystery series from the 
number-one-bestselling, 
award-winning author of 
Murder Most Unladylike.

Unraveller

Frances Hardinge
9781529080407 €15.99

Unraveller is a spell-binding 
new tale from the 
Costa-award winning master 
of YA fantasy Frances 
Hardinge.

The Lost Girl King

Catherine Doyle
9781526608000 €9.99

Packed with edge-of-your 
seat adventure, incredible 
imagination, humour and 
warmth, The Lost Girl King
is the rare kind of story that 
has you reading long past 
lights out.
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Peppa Pig Annual 2023
9780241543504 €10.99

Thomas & Friends Annual 2023
9780008507664 €11.40

Pokémon Annual 2023
9780008507671 €11.40

Paw Patrol Annual 2023
9780008507657 €11.40

Disney Frozen Annual 2023 9780008507640 €11.40

Disney Encanto Annual 2023 9780008555245 €10.99

Disney Princess Annual 2023 9780008507633 €11.40

Match Annual 2023
9781529015492  €10.99 

Offi cial Arsenal Annual 2023
9781915295361  €9.99

Offi cial Chelsea Annual 2023
9781915295415  €9.99

Offi cial Liverpool Annual 2023
9781915295507   €9.99

Offi cial Manchester City Annual 2023
9781915295514   €9.99

Offi cial Manchester United Annual 2023
9781915295521                €9.99

LEGO Offi cial Annual 2023    
9781780558820                                  €11.40

Minecraft Annual 2023   
9780008495985                                  €11.40

The Great Big Irish Annual 2023    
9780717195060                                  €14.99



Books of the Year

Beautiful World, Where Are You - Sally Rooney €10.99
9780571365449

Breaking Point - Edel Coffey €16.99
9780751582376

Duffy and Sons - Damien Owens €17.99
9780008473075

Factory Girls - Michelle Gallen €18.99
9781529386271

Lessons in Chemistry - Bonnie Garmus €15.99
9780857528131

Life Before Us - Roisin Meaney €15.99
9781529355680

Factory Girls - Michelle Gallen €18.99

The Asparagus Bunch - Jessia Scott-Whyte  €9.99
9781801300469

Bunny vs Monkey - Jamie Smart €10.99
9781788452809

Family of Liars - E.Lockhart €12.99
9781471412301

House of Sky and Breath - Sarah J. Maas €18.99
9781526625472

My First Baking Book - David Atherton €17.99
9781529505504

The Huddle - Sean Julian €8.80
9780192780393
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A Waiter in Paris - Edward Chisholm €18.50
9781800960190

All Down Darkness Wide - Seán Hewitt €17.99
9781787333383

Boy Friends - Michael Pedersen €17.99
9780571360055

Dainty Dress Diaries - Catherine Carton €19.99
9781788492966

The Female Factor - Hazel Wallace €27.50
9781529382860

Happy Go Lucky - David Sedaris €18.50
9781408714102

Beautiful World, Where Are You - Sally Rooney €10.99 Factory Girls - Michelle Gallen €18.99Factory Girls - Michelle Gallen €18.99

A Waiter in Paris - Edward Chisholm €18.50

The Asparagus Bunch - Jessia Scott-Whyte  €9.99
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Murder in the Monto - Tony O’Reilly €14.99
9781781997000

Small Things Like These - Claire Keegan €10.99
9780571368709

The Amusements - Aingeala Flannery
9781844885879 €15.99

The Paris Apartment - Lucy Foley €10.99
9780008385071

Trespasses - Louise Kennedy €17.99
9781526623331

Young Mungo - Douglas Stuart €17.99
9781529068771

The Shadows of Rookhaven - Pádraig Kenny €9.99
9781529065091

The Shop of Impossible Ice Creams -Shane Hegarty €8.80
9781444962499

The Shark and the Scar - Sarah Moore Fitzgerald €9.99
9781510104167

Things I Know - Helena Close €10.99
9781915071033

Twin Crowns - Catherine Doyle & Katherine Webber  €10.99
9780755503643

While the Storm Rages - Phil Earle €9.99
9781839132056

Journey’s End - Colm Keane €14.99
9780955913389

Rouges - Patrick Radden Keefe €19.99
9781035001750

The Game - Tadhg Coakley €16.95
9781785372971

The Veg Box - David & Stephen Flynn €23.99
9780241535240

Unlocked - David McDonald €16.99
9781844886197

We Don’t Know Ourselves - Fintan O’Toole €14.99
9781784978341 
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Murder in the Monto - Tony O’Reilly €14.99 The Paris Apartment - Lucy Foley €10.99

Journey’s End - Colm Keane €14.99 The Veg Box - David & Stephen Flynn €23.99
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